Pure university life!

WWW.CMSCANTILLANA.ORG
A place to make friends. Where initiative is rewarded. To improve yourself. Where you can develop your creativity. Where you can eat just like at home. Where you can study and reach your goals.
Your residential college in Madrid

C/ Marbella 60, 28034, Madrid
Santillana Residential College

Santillana College was born in 1976 with the purpose of offering a well-rounded education in all fields—be that professional, social, spiritual or personal—as well as the necessary means to achieve their university careers while devoid of distractions.

It is Santillana Residential College's wish that all their students become excellent people and dedicated professionals. Therefore, both studies and college life are a significant part of everyday life in Santillana.

One of the great advantages is that it is a family-oriented environment where you will feel like one of them from the very first day.

It is located in the north of Madrid, in the peaceful neighbourhood of Mirasierra, with an extensive public transport network at our disposal. Amongst other services in the college, you can be assured of full-board accommodation, and daily cleaning and laundry services.

All rooms are single and are provided with a shower.

The Full College Experience

At Santillana, their aim is to make you feel at home, which is why students can also enjoy the common rooms, the assembly hall, a media room, music room, radio, library and many other opportunities within your grasp.

What sets Santillana apart from the rest of Madrid’s colleges is their personalized follow-up for each individual student thanks to a training programme for personal development through their mentoring, lectures, workshops, courses and conferences each week.

We know that sports are a key component to studies, which is why Santillana boasts a recently renovated sports facility, and one of the best in Madrid.

Football field – Basketball court – Tennis court – Pool – Gym
All facilities are all-inclusive. You need only focus on your studies and enjoying one of the best stages in your life.

Distance from your University

UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA (13’)
Medicine: 🚌 - 178 (13’)
Other faculties: 🛎️ - C3-C7-C8 (3’) + 🛎️714 (10’)

UNIVERSIDAD VILLANUEVA (5’)
Psychology, Education, Audiovisual Communication PR, Journalism, Law and Business Administration and Management—5 minutes walking distance

COMPLUTENSE & POLITÉCNICA (35’)
Campus: 🛎️ - 133 (35’)

UNIVERSIDAD EUROPEA DE MADRID (25’)
Alcobendas: 🛎️ - 178 (10’) + 🛎️159 (15’)

CITY CENTRE OF MADRID (15’)
Sol: 🛎️ - C7 (12’)
Atocha: 🛎️ - C7 (15’) Chamartin: 🛎️ - C7 (6’)
Moncloa: 🛎️ - 133 (35’)

But what really sets this college apart is the Personal Excellence Programme
What is PEP?

Introduction

Santillana Residential College’s Personal Excellence Programme. A programme based on value formation for personal and professional development of our university students.

Santillana intends to be a space that exudes values such as responsibility, compromise, solidarity, and continual growth, with one overarching objective as our cornerstone.

Not just shaping good students, but good people.

Furthermore, we hope Santillana can be where those youngsters who are looking to stand out and take a step forwards in their progress, with no financial hindrances of any kind. As such, we would like to offer financial support to those who need it and are committed to all aspects of their development. Said commitment would be subject to this programme, which allows access to those who really can benefit from it.
GOALS
What do we wish to achieve?

Guidance, so with the right tools, students can find the answers themselves.

Discover ideas and acquire habits that will guide life towards authenticity.

Build character, developing in the physical, intellectual, mental and spiritual sense.

Encourage self-confidence; build up strengths and talents, with creativity and leadership.

Learning to deal with feelings and emotions.

Develop empathy with oneself, others and your career.

Preparing you for the challenges laid out by society and the real world, with a commitment to service, responsibility and compromise.

Debate on current issues in the fields of science, culture, the arts or politics.

9 Things to Work On
What are we going to work on?

Self-awareness
Getting to know yourself, awakening your potential and exploring your personality, beliefs, limitations, motivations, talents and strengths.

Physical Health
Learning to take care of yourself, rest, sleep, finding hobbies, use of technology, your sexuality, overstimulation, games, and everything to do with physical healthiness.

Life Habits
The main habits to foster inner strength, riches, empathy, and taking leadership of your own growth.

Current Affairs
Having an opinion on current affairs, new occurrences and their implications.

Arts and Culture
Learn to appreciate art and the rich legacy of western culture.

Professional Development
Working on your productivity, focus, discipline, personal best, public speaking, communication, digital tools and entrepreneurship.
Transcendence
The significance of inner peace, consideration, the ideals of Christians inspiration, awe, love, pain and sacrifice.

Personal Fulfillment
The importance of being proactive, coherence, and leadership in the hopes of a successful life.

Feelings and Relationships
Exploring your emotional capacities and sensitivities, social skills, sympathy, use of social media, and political discourse.

Stages

1st Year
The First Stage
With all first-year participants, the focus is on laying the foundations to assure academic and personal success.

2nd Year
The Second Stage
More targeted on participation and services, and packing your personality.

3rd Year
The Third Stage
Emphasis on taking on responsibilities that will enable skills that promote and support your training.

4th Year
The Furth Stage
Essentially being an exemplary model for the programme and helping the youngest participants.

Personal Excellence Programme
Training Resources

How do we achieve this?

The whole Personal Excellence Programme, that supports your studies, is done via different means of learning through the multiple formats we implement, of which we highlight the following:

**Training Sessions**
Students will develop critical thinking skills in lectures and learn through workshops. In the next section, we will specify on the 9 areas of work in the PEP in weekly sessions.

**Mentoring**
Each student has a personal tutor that will support them in all aspects that the student feels necessary, be it personal, academic, social, or familial matters.

**Commission Plan**
On a weekly basis, each commission will create and manage a scheme for students, enriching the variety of offers at their disposal in terms of daily activities and weekends at the college.

**Collaborations Scholarships**
This means involving yourself with the integral management of the college and taking on set responsibilities in a controlled environment, which also provides unique work experience.

**Clubs**
“Find a job you enjoy doing, and you will never have to work a day in your life.” We offer the chance to thrive in cross-disciplinary topics that work as a component in the PEP.

This activity is aimed at the hearts of students, and enables inner peace as opposed to shallowness, and also encourages a sense of community. It is not only a matter of music or artistry, but a way for you to express what is within and doing so harmoniously.

**Other Activities**
Co-habitation, exchanges, trips, cultural outings and learning fields of work.

**Pure university life!**
Scholarships
Firstly, the available amount for scholarships for the coming academic year is determined.

Application
University hopefuls can apply for membership to the Personal Excellence Programme, where we bear the following in mind:
Printed Application – Necessary Documents – Deadlines

Evaluation
The college’s management will evaluate all applications with the following criteria:

- Financial status
- Academic Excellence
- Student Excellence
  Taking advantage of the lectures and workshops, mentoring, participation in clubs and commissions, fulfilling all commitments

Applications are assessed following the criteria stipulated.

Allocation
Scholarships are granted in accordance to the Ranking.

Amount
The amount of aid provided is established for each individual following the evaluation of their status.

Submission
The Board is presented with the form for its approval.

Sent
The scholarships are listed and sent to the trust, where loans are signed off.

Follow-up
Scholarship students are monitored in their:
Collaboration | Academic Excellence | Student Excellence

Redemption
Lastly, the redemption fee is calculated for each student following the cases which are sent to the trust fund, and based on results, the forthcoming academic year’s allocation for the student is calculated.

How do we help those who cannot afford this?
Our aim is not solely dedicated to shaping excellent students. We aim to shape EXCELLENT PEOPLE.